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A NORWEGIAN CRUISING EXPERIENCE

Casually looking up f'rom the airport coach as it stopped to let off some passengers
on the outskirts of Oslo, I saw a car approach the roundabout ahead and tum oft towards
the city centre. It was towing a beautifully finished wooden boat, which one couldn't help
but notice and admire. Normally one recognises a Wayfarer instantly from any distance,
let alone 75 metres, but probably because I was so taken with its beautifully finished top
deck and newly painted hull, it took me a few seconds to realize it must be Wilhelm
Munthe-Kaas on his way to meet me at the coach terminal.

I had met Wilhelm the previous summer at his holiday 'hytte' (cabin) on the
shoreline of one of the many islands near Kragero. ife had mentioned that it was his
ambition to cruise 'Blunderbus' - which he had bought from the renowned UK cruisers,
Roger and Diane Aps - along the west coast of Norway, just below the Arctic Circle. It
was an area he had briefly visited on a cruise to Iceland in a yacht, and had always vowed
to return to explore it in greater depth. I had readily offered to crew for him - being
Wayf'arer International secretary, I obviously felt I was under some obligation to do so!!

Wilhelm had been impressed with the Hlarken jib furling system 1 had on my boat
when he had visited me in the Spring, and I had brought along the same system for
Blunderbus As there was a very long drive to our destination however, Wilhelm had
decided not to spend time fitting this on the boat bel'ore our departure, and we headed
straight off to Bronnoysund from the coach terminus. Wilhelm was determined not to
waste any time in getting started on our cruise.

(Oi the road hevond
r(.nd Ian around 30

minutes past midnight,
wilti the stutn abouti to dip
bel/oWs horizon and the
mins.t from the vallev we
are ahbout to descend
into jutS showing aibove|
the tree line.

Wilhelm eventually stopped for a rest in the early hours of the next morning. Awake
again after 4 or 5 hours fitful sleep, we made use of the lay-by facilities to freshen up
before continuing our journey northwards. Around mid moming we turmed ofi the main
inland route towards the coast road. The whole route had been scenic, and this part was
particularly so. We arrived at Iiolm at a convenient time to catch a ferry, one of many that
cross the fjords cutting deeply into the coastline along this road,



We didn't reach Bronnoysund until late in the aftemoon, where we first stocked up
with food from the local supermarket before finding the marina to launch the boat.

;/helrm Rstanding on
pontoon in red jacket)
affer launching boat at

the 1~~~~,faritia andprepWhchnr marninh

to u=tlodd ahl the ge arlras te of

oir ~ i 2 w as tip gonew13 ytetm a akdte otfror2we rie hc

dryection ts a near thre ablo to E ai o c 
netasres oL a1 gru of i d t

-- ;;t2=t ''4 wrz t t | | ~~~~~Wr/helrn remolving thel

wb . t | ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~our gear - all other itetns

) _ 0 ]l ; v j ? t t | ~~~~~~~~~~~on our return).l

Wa W rn oce urM th
trip - on oulr o)nlY ia '.s_
, sailing into a .strong | _ W_.,uz!.w 

It was gone 1 8 30 by the time we had packed the boat for our 2 week cruise, which
would have been tar tox) late to set off on any trip in the UK, but with nearly 24 hours of
davlight this near the Arctic Circle, we were able to set sail to carnp on Vagoya, the
nearest of a group of islands to the north-west.



There was a good breeze and bright sunshine, so we enjoyed a pleasant 5Nm. beat to
a suitably sheltered bay on the second of the islands we approached. Landing at nearly
20.00, close to low water, we anchored the boat bow and aft. Extra being taken at this
stage not to make the first mark on the perfect finish of the boat, either inside and out.

Wilhelm considering
whether his newly
painted and varnished
boat will he secure. It is

near to low tide, and the
sharp stones and shells
uip to the hiigh water
mark wo0uld be likely to
puncture Wilhelm _'is new
inflatable rollers.

A grassy area slightly sheltered by a bank and well above the high water mark made
a good place to pitch our tents. Normally it doesn't take long for the local mosquito
population to hunt down any juicy, fair skinned English quarry. However, I had not
forgotten the nuisance they were in Nova Scotia and had brought along some Canadian
'Deet extra', which seemed to do an excellent job in keeping the Norwegian variety at bay.

Wilhelm's tent on a
gras,sy area kept well
;sh0rn hy wild sheep. 'he
position being protectedi
by a hank from whiclih th
photo is taken. In th/i
background tire moun-
Itains on the mainland,
with peaks above the
( lid line.

Wilhelm cooked a light meal, on his newly bought and highly efficient mnulti-fuel
burner, whilst I used my GPS to note our exact position, and put in Waypoints for the next
day's trip to Vega. We both felt well satisfied to be starting out on our sail of the area and
the feeling of freedom that being away from civilisation brings.



The next morning was fine and warm, though a little cloudy. We managed to pack
the boat rather more efficiently than the previous evening, when setting otf had been more
important than worrying too much about stowage, and were away by 11.30. Hardly an
early start by normal cruising standards, but we were sailing with the inclination to gain
the most pleasure and enjoyment from the trip, rather than to try to sail as many miles as
possible. We also had the advantage of having no particular time by which we had to
arrive at our destination before darkness.

Winds were generally light and variable for our 5Nm sail to Vega. We started and
finished by motor sailing, whilst enjoying a pleasant following breeze during the mid part
of the trip. Rounding the south-west tip of the island, we investigated the first cove, only
for Wilhelm to decide that was too rocky to risk grounding at low tide.

Wi/]ihelm has dropped
a stern anchor, with the
bow secured to a conve-
nment rock, but being,
used] to sailing higger
boats. he wvas concerned
aboult how fiir the tide|
wdll filt and decided the
risk oj grounding is tooe
great.

With very little
bree-e in the le, of the
mountain, we motor
round t~he next headland
to find what ap&e ar~s to
be a sanday beach with a
graissv, airea be 'vond.
statable /br camping.

A little further along the rocky shoreline at the next inlet, a welcoming sandy beach
appeared, and we made our way into a much more suitable landing place.
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We rolled Blunderbus up to the high water mark. Wilhelm had seen this done for
the first time at the UK Cruising Conference the previous Spring, and had bought some
inflatable rollers especially for the trip, though he was still a little surprised at how easily
only 2 people could perform the task. The shallow gradient made this possible without the
need for any winch system. Rolling the boat beyond the tide-line removed all concern
about making sure it is anchored securely, the wind changing direction, or the boat
grounding at low tide.

Wilhelm's ambition for the trip was
to climb as many mountains of his won-
derfully rugged country as was possible
during the trip Next morning therefore,
we set off on an intermittently marked
track which Wilhelm had expected to
mark the route to the high radge of' the 2ea s on righ.
mountain onthlt eruth shour owal, tislnde t t 

appeared to dropXback downto the coast a roe tt qBlumieraup rolled up mo the hirgh wae r
with my legs beginning to lire from the const markn withnog. r W elm pidched atintdiaselyi

thatit would be beta to continue striking upwarhehind. Lw oinuth is obsauring the moun-
f!!! fl I li = ps w r~~~~ain WiliXelm armvs to a limb.

Feeling that I would hold Wilhelmn backi etrdf rter, visuggested he ntinuted

l a 4 1 i | l | _ ~~~~~'({p of a graxgy parc(h (in the far Tei he
alone and watched him disappear into thedistanc,lik mountpeak is in ghe rlsance ase righo.

After a P,J, hour walk, where we ascended the lower foothills, the track
appeared to drop back down to the coast a route that quite appealed tonme as ]rememnber,
wVith mv legs beginning to tire f'rom the constant climbing. Wi]hechn decided at this point
that it would be better to continue striking upwards, and join the trail at a higher point
Feeling that ] would hold Wilhe]m back if I venytured further, I suggested he continued
alone, and watched him disappear into the distance, like a mountain gaz.e]]e released from
a cage,



I was happy to sit and relax for a while. Although the sky was somewhat grey and
overcast, the views over the sea were still spectacular, with a cluster of small islands
immediately offshore, most only a metre or two above the sea until they finally disap-
peared from view. and there was nothing but the vastness of the North Sea beyond.

Looking oll intol) the
North Sea, or is it the
Atlantic Ocean this far
no~rth 2 ~ The photlo makes
the da v seem more over-
cacm hthan it actually was.
A group of the small
islands only Just above
the str/a e of the water
in the distance could
anmfost be mistaken Jur
a school of whales.

liaving had my fill of the beauty and peacefulness before me, I wandered back to the
our camp at a leisurely pace, stopping quite frequently to take in the views at the top of any
vantage point, and to pick wild Blueberries and the local Moltebaer berries. These are
considered to be quite a delicacy in Norway, and have a similar appearance to raspberries,
with an orangy flavour. They were most refreshing once I had acquired a taste for them.

Wilhelm returned a little after 17.00, just as l was beginning to wonder at what point
I should raise the alarm for his non-return, especially as he had been confident he would
return in time to sail to a more northerly point on the island, He mentioned that he had
signed a book, kept in a waterproof metal box at the top of each mnountain, where climbers
could record their success. I-le had been sorry that I had been unable to add my name, but
from his description of the climb, I knew that I had made the right decision to stop where
l did.

I had already packed most of the gear ready for our start, so we were able to get away
by 18.30, We beat our way past the nearby island of Sola, with its tall crumbling peak,
which certainly looked as though it would erode away into the sea a lot more quickly than
the one on Vega. Though the light was excellent, the wind still died as the evening wore
on, and we needed to re-fit the outboard to motor around the north-western point of the
island and on to the fishing port of Kirkroy Initially Wilhelm had been reluctant to have
an 'iron topsail' permanently spoiling the look of his beautiful wooden Wayfarer, but from
this point onwards it stayed on the outboard bracket for the rest of the trip. However, with
the slightest of breezes picking up as we entered the sheltered harbour, Wilhelm made an
excellent tactical move in switching the engine off and lifting it out of the water, The local
fishermen were more than impressed by our sailing into the harbour in the very light
winds
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It seemed strange to hear people still working, banging away with a hammer at gone
22.00 in the evening, for though it was still light enough to work, one would have thought
that youngsters would still need to be in bed and asleep. Seeking help as to where we
might camp for the night, we were directed on the settlement of Nes, which was at the
other end of the inlet, open at both ends, but protected along its length by an island. The
wind had dropped to just the faintest of breezes, but it was sufficient for us to glide
downwind on the still waters to a fishing boat jetty with a floating pontoon, which
Wilhelm tied up to.

fhe still/ness of the
harbour aCt Nes. 7he
WifyJiarer is tlicd up lo a 

}etty jlus hevond the row
of lishing shedv on the
left. It hafd the largest
naturallv sheltered hlar-
bour of all the places we
visitec l, aind its whofle
area was in use, mostiv
concerned withfishing.

We were welcomed with a warmth that i have experienced many times on sailing
into a small harbour, where seafaring folk appreciate the seamanship of small open boat
sailing, and we were told it was no problem to pitch our tents on a nearby grassy area. It
was midnight by the time Wilhelm had prepared the meal, not helped by his expensive
multi-fuel burner malfunctioning, and resorting to using his Irangia, which he had
fortunately brought along as a back-up. We finally got into our sleeping bags for the night
after 00.30, with the sun only just beginning to start its dip below the horizon.

Wilhelm trwng to
get Ins newstove work-
ing in order to cook ain
evening mealI. Photo)

taken around 23.30,
with still plenty ol lght
to 7cOrk Av
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j lle Wvayfarer tied up
t. jetty on far side of the
water. Wilhelm s red tent
just visible against a shed
on flar left of, Picture.
Above the moored ishing
boat are the crumiblinig
peak.s v/ the mountiain on
the small island of Nt/jla.

We made a late start to the next day's tnp, not setting out until past 15.00. A
leisurely stroll had been made around the immediate area during the morning, which
included a visit to the local shop to replenish our food stocks. Winds were very light when
we set off, but Wilhelm, determined to maintain his sailing reputation with the local
fishermen, patiently tacked his way out of the harbour entrance. We needed to resort to
using the motor whilst weaving our way through the islands beyond, as they tended to
blank what little wind there was.

Once into more open water, we had an easy sail to Hysvxr, a group of over 50 small
islands, a few of which are permnanently inhabited. Wilhelm spotted a floating pontoon as
we approached one of two islands with obvious signs of habitation, and asked for the
fenders to be put out on the port side - his unusual (for me anyway) bigger boat technique
always came to the fore whenever we approached any jetty. Most dinghy sailors I know
tend to sail up to a landing place, and only sort out the fenders and rope to tie up once
berthed. One has to admit that Wilhelm's approach is the more seamanlike though.

*. | nloading the boat on
Hysvawr All the gear
which hav been unpacked

Ifrom tlhe front lotker has
been placed in a line
along the edge of ihe
jetty, With the hatch lid at
Ihe front, resting on the
fIts item. Wilhelm wvas
quite ama :e at how 
much could he Jacked mci

there.

I E~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



It was entirely a coincidence that we happened to land on a pontoon belonging to
Oystestein Ludvigen who had been the subject of a Norwegian TV series entitled 'A year
in the life of, which showed the variety of work he did to make a living on the island.
These included fishing, keeping wild sheep, and collecting Eider duck down. Wilhelm had
already explained to me how Oystestein had been very enterprising, using his ingenuity
and many reclaimed materials to build a restaurant and heated open swimming pool.

Walking up over a brow, and following a short grassy path, we came to his house
facing the other side of the island. Oystestein was on the roof with a high- pressure hose,
cleaning lichen off the roof so that the rainwater collected could be used for drinking
purposes

It'ilhelin talking tw
Snoofrid( on the decking
outsidle the restaurant.
Aluch of the sitrulture oJl
the pla/form was made
up /om pieces of imber
washed up on the shores
?/' the islands, soie o

the sections being quilte
Mass ive

Both Ovstesteim and his wife Snoofridd, though seemingly always busy, were happy
to entertain Wilhelm and I with their experience of living on the island. Whilst I was
unable to understand anything being said, I could imimediately recognise the energy of a
person so at home in his environment. I looked around the very impressive restaurant he
had bujilt to cater for the various visitors that now came to the island, though as there was
no regular fenTy, it was dif'ficult to see how regular visitors would arrive in any quantity.
Not that catering f'or any group was ever going to be easy, with no running fresh water or
mains electricity, But Oystestein just seemed to look on any such dif'ficulties as mere
challenges to be overcom-e by some means or another.

Oystestein and Snoofridd invited us to share a simple meal with them later that
evening, after which they would take us out in their 6m aluminiumn 'run about' to show' us
the natural beauty of the area. Oystestein didn't finally stop work until nearly 22.00, after
which we all retreated to the restaurant for a drink. The restaurant had apparently been
open lbr the past 3 months, and it was true that thie eating area was finished and very
tastef'ully f-itted out in a sea fishing theme, with nets draped from the wooden rafters
However, with no running wyater in the washrooms, anid with the kitchen still being fitted
out, it was just as well they didn't have to satisfy any of the normal catering regulations to
be operating not that any visitors would particularly concern themselves with such
things. The hospitality and the excellenit 'home cookint< on offler couild not be surpassed,

i -I l i _*9



Both Ovstestein and Wilhelm chatted for some time, and it was nearly midnight
when we set off on the promised boat tour around the nearby islands. I was soon lost in the
maze of channels between the islands, many of which were quite narrow and'or shallow.
There was still considerable bird life to be seen even at this late hour, the highlight being
2 sea eagles soaring away to another island as we approached. Oystestein, still in working
mode, stopped on a couple of the islands to check traps.

It was 01.00 befbre I finally climbed into bed that night, grateful that Snoofridd had
offered me a dormitory bunk to sleep in, which proved rather more comfortable than my
camp bed. I slept well, and only woke when I heard what sounded like a heavy downpour
outside. It was Oystestein, up on the roof again with his high pressure hose. flow long he
had been up I had no idea, but I could certainly have slept for another hour or more.

Snoofridd had been out collecting Eider duck down, which is the softest, smoothest,
lightest and most beautifully textured material I have ever experienced. She mentioned
that it needed to be cleaned before it could be used, and I was surprised how long it took
to remove every small bit of debris to turn it into pure down. Once I had achieved this in
only a small sample of down, Snoot'ridd kindly offered to let me keep it, a special souvenir
that I was delighted with. I was told it took the down from 80 nests to fill a typical
eiderdown, and with all the work involved, I could see why a real 'eiderdown' cost as
much as £1000.

0ystestein heawed
open air swimming
pool - suffering from a
lack ofraw /br the past
f,w months, and about boil e f
600Omm lower than it
should ua p beena. W`ith
no mamnt waler on the
is/und,it made ifo a

usjlopportunity to
bathe itesi water

i wandered over to the outdoor swimming pool Oystestein had created from a stream
going through a natural depression in the ground. He had dug the mud out of the bottom of
the depression, and then built a wall to dam the flow of water, An old boiler he had found
washed uip on a nearby shoreline had been built into the wall so that access could be
2aaned inside to light a f-ire. Unfortunately there had been little rain during the previous
months, and the water level was so low that the boiler was above the water line, but
Oystestein confirmed that when the pool was full, the boiler warmed the water very
effectively. It might not have be,-en most people's concept of- a heated outdoor swimming
pool -more of a 'scrapheap challenge' version. But one certainly had to admire the
enterprise and ingenuity of the protect.



We packed the boat and set off from the island before midday. Our next destination
was Skjxrvxr (pronounced Shardvard!), the last group of islands beyond the coast - the
next land further west being Iceland. We first visited a well-known bird colony on the
most remote of the islands, which, according to our guidebook of the area, should not be
approached too close for fear of disturbing the nesting birds. There seemed little risk of
this however, since the noise and particularly the stench was enough to keep anyone at
least 200m away!

This was the only
islana.s in the area where
these Cormorant tvpe
sea birds nested It was
completely etxposed to
the open sea beyonLd,
makinig it very vulner-
aible to gales and big
seaS which tcoulc break
over the narrow ot1tcrop
o9rock.

Stopping fbr lunch after retreating to a fresh air distance from the colony, we tried
some fishing, which involved pulling a silver coloured weight up and down, the movement
attracting the fish apparently. Obviously I didn't have the right technique, as I didn't get a
single bite. We then sailed on to the largest island of the group, where there had once been
a thriving fishing community, but the island was now deserted. Rocks had been quarried
immediately adjacent to two extremely well built harbour walls, which enclosed a large
area of water, so the fishing must have been very prosperous at one time. Rounding the
harbour wall, we headed for a substantially built wooden jetty.

H1$undcrbus tiedi o,ff
the landing stage, with a
line f`romn the stern to a
mnooring buioy. T'here
were mnany more solidly
built houves to the fe/i ot
the picture, It seemed
uinuizing t'hut the place
Was entirclv deserted.

W l_z_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I



Wilhelm tied the boat off the main landing stage, and we walked along the nearby
wooden building to the only door that was unlocked. This was intentionally left open for
visitors, and we quickly made ourselves at home, signing the visitor's book to record our
presence. I could see that I was far from being the first UK visitor after leafing back
through the pages, Before cooking a meal, we set off to explore the island, which was
probably less than l,: mile long by .4 mile wide. At the southern end there was there was a
natural inlet that could only be entered at high tide only by a shallow draft boat - perfect
shelter for a Wayfarer in fact. The bird life on the island made it a real 'twitchers' paradise
and I wished I had a book of'all the various birds of the area with me.

Wilheltln preparing
Ihe meal in the visitors
cabin:'. Win/st it looks
as though the ladder
provi1des access to thec
bunk beds above, in
practice at was barel/,
possible to squeeze into * li

the space available,
and wei ended up sleep-*
ing on lhe floor.

It seemed very strange that there was no look of dilapidation about the place, in fact
everything appeared very substantially built, and yet there was nobody to be seen on the
island. Some of the houses appeared to be holiday homes, with flagpoles outside. It is
always customary in Norway to raise the Norwegian flag, often a long thin pennant,
whenever a holiday home is in residence, but there were no flags flying here, even though
it was the middle ot'July.

After enjoying a good evening meal, we cleared the floor to spread out the 7 detailed
charts Wilhelm had of the area so that we could deternine what might be the best possible
route for the rest of our trip. Wilhelm's desired aim was to reach the outer island group of
Trena. before returning to Bronnoysund via Alsten, one of the larger inner coastal islands
which had a mountain range called 'the seven sisters' he particularly wanted to climb. The
floor then provided us with a hard, but useful place on which to sleep.

We were woken around 00.30 by the sound of a fishing boat entering the harbour. It
proved to be the owner of the island, whom we met the next momring. Wilhelm was keen
to learn about the history of the island, and whilst they chatted, I packed the boat ready to
get away. It proved to be one of our more early starts, as we were off bef'ore 11,00 We
planned to sail due north to the much larger island of Lovund, with its mini version of the
Gibraltar rock facinig out toward the Sea.
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The day's sail staned out in beautiful sunshine with a good following wind. It was
the first tine we had experienced such ideal sailing conditions, and we expected to reach
Lovund without difficulty. By the early aflemoon however, the wind had backed to a more
northerly direction, and later dropped to only a light breeze, so the motor was used once
more to make our way to the next group of islands called (iaasvxr.

lIaving stopped
for a break, W'ilhelm
sailed olf on his own
so that I could take a
picture of B ¢lunderhubi
under sail. It was the
only. such picture w e
were to ge I ol the
whole a/ the cruise.

This proved to have only a slightly greater population than Skjxrver, with at least 2
oF the houses occupied. It was also once an obviously more active community, with both a
church (still in use, though locked) and a school (now closed down). Any thoughts of
making further progress toward Lovund were dispelled by the lack of wind, and a local
fishermnan, who gave us 2 fresh cod to cook for our evening meal.

ufith about a inmere
rise andJaill of tide, we
mo¢red Blunderbus be-

if ~~tween two of the laniding
stages after unloading
our gear. lhe landing 
stage from which the
photo was taken had
startced to IalI in to dis-
repair, and considerable
care was needed to get 
the shol.

We set up our tents behind the fishing sheds attached to the jetty, and walked around
the island, inspecting the remains of what was once a considerable and thriving fishing
industry, with rail tracks between two production warehouses. We slept well that night
after eating more than our till of the tastiest of f'resh cod.
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It was convenient that the time of high water or the direction of the tidal flow was
of no concern and our only consideration when setting off was the weather. With a strong
fbllowing wind the next day, we set sail under reefed main only, and Blunderbus surged
along in the short swell, creaking rhythmically in time honoured wooden fashion, One felt
that Blunderbus was happy to be continuing its fine cruising traditions.

The last group of islands due north bef'ore Lovund was Aasvar. It was a similar miaze
of islands to many of the other groups, and by exploring the various channels between the
islands, we came upon a small but superbly sheltered harbour with a few fishing boats and
other small craf't either on moorings or tied to jetties. Spotting a floating pontoon ahead, it
seemed an ideal time to stop for a lunch break, and look around the island.

Blunderbus can he
seen Cfpparenitly next to
a laniding sitage v/f the
house, but is in fil/ ct ~.
moored to a pontoon
beyondl. The photo i.s o rll
the narrow anid shal-
lower end " I the smnall
aind_ well used nIatu ral
harbou1r.

Hidden from view on the other side of the island was yet another. deeper channel,
with a Hydrographic survey ship moored to a once busy commercial jetty

The Norwegian lhy-
drographic survey
Ship anchort d on
Aaswer, looking outl to
the south-west aind the
it ep walttr e'xit to the
opn 0 .50. 17here was
littl sIgn of ac~tivily

on hoard the ship, and
there were rio,signs of
the crew on land.
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Whilst Wilhelm chatted to a local person to discover more about the place, I set off
to the top of a small hill to gain a better view of the immediate surroundings. Looking
down from a height, one could get a broader perspective of the many islands and channels
of Aasvar.

ILooking out to the
soulh-east from a hlultop
on Aasvwr. The mmntiv W~n
chabnnels can he1 see n llll-_ ~ |

much mort, (1~~~~~~~~~~~,aLokig nrt toar
(ibove than when on lhe~~ov nd wih /s ha

waterw whereeforeground pro-
and backgrnund merge * w d

lo conceal manv eti- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ as o or etrn wze

irances V ,lunderbus can t k t M on tuy n

(lust) ve seen near fhe 5 mle th h

| | ~Looking north toward |
d el rLovundr with itu clenr 

| (;ibr(iltar Rock' shape |
| he ClOUdft Jormations|

Whilst the windhdstaredoutveryfeshinthemoning,dwas even mare pro-n
w nounced as we eailed 

Wilhelm spent nexpartofthetripryingtogetmetopronouncpast orn ourreturn, wh enic
- ~~~~~~~~ | t~~~~~~~~he islcmnd produced a|
E _ | ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~stream ot' cloud like a|
_fi_ l ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~steam engine.l

After a couple of hours break and exploration of this particular island, we decided to
continue on to the much larger island of Lovund. Wilhelm had not climbed any mountains
since Vega, and was therefore keen to move on to this next opportunity, I.ovund had been
visible on the horizon for the last few days, but was now only some 5 miles to the north,
and easily reached for our next stop

Whilst the wind had started out very fresh in the morninig, it dropped signlificantly
Whilst we were on Aasvxr, and we took the reef out of the main before setting ofl`
Wilhelm spent next part of the trip trying to get me to pronounce I,ovund', swhich
sometimes seemed have an 'a' added oni the end, and I eventually imanaged to 'sing' this
with the right inflection to (nearlyv pronounce it correctly!



The wind continued to drop during the alternoon and we had to use the motor as we
approached the lee of the 620m wedge shaped mountain. We noticed an enticing sandy
beach in a bay as we cruised up the west side of the island. Initially we thought it would be
worth pulling up on the beach if'only to take a photo of the Wayfarer against the backdrop
of the mountain. Hlowever we soon appreciated that it would make an ideal camping spot
for the night. with a large flat grassy area kept short by wild sheep.

Also camping near the shore were a couple on a canoe tour of the area, and another
couple who were sailing along the coast in a traditional Norwegian sailing boat, which
they had left at a harbour on the mainland. They had used the ferry to get over to the island
to spend a few days exploring it on foot with their dog.

It wasn li urtil the prints came backfrom the dt velop-
ers lthat I fouind that the two se,,parate photos could
virtual/h be put together to make a more panoramic view.

ll l . I l _ _ 1 | Ar~~O dovubt 1Ins coulcl he done m uch rnore projessionaxll h.~bj
computer imagarv. U ilhelm had to wa/k round the other
side of the mountain Jar hij ascent. 7he PufJrn colonm on

Ai 7 Th doubt 022 ., ' " |the rno untain e dsttonthe mh ore pttulphoto b

After setting up our tents, we walked round the northern headland and into the main
town on the island, stopping at a hotel for Wilhelm to enquire the route to climb to the top
of'the mountain. This seemed quite a popular pastime, since the girl at the bar quickly
produced a leaflet with that and other trails marked on it. I decided on somnething rather
less energetic, and ordered a glass of beer. This cost me 50 Nkr about £4. Fortunately I
had been aware that drinks were expensive in Norway, so it didni't take mne quite so lonig to
recover from the shock as it mnight have done! It had been a very warm afternoon',,evening,
so the cool glass of beer was greatly savoured. UJsing the washroom to clean my hands and
face in fresh water fir the first time in 3 to 4 days also mnade mne feel I was getting better
value for the price of the beer.
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i wandered around the small town before heading back to our base, and was in time
to watch the island's famous Puffin colony return from their day's feeding out at sea
Hundreds left the mountain each moming and their return was a truly amazing sight
soaring into their nesting site in small black cloud like formations.

Wilhelm returned around 3 o'clock in the morning, having found he had taken a
dead end route up the mountain which could not be traversed, and had to return down
quite a long way before finding the correct route to the top. le mentioned that this time he
had added my name in the book at the top-- with greetings in my absence.

Next morning the wind was blowing force 5 from the north. No problem for our
proposed trip out west to irxtna, but the canoeists we had befriended., Ole and Torunn,
were apprehensive about setting out. We mentioned that we would keep an eye on them if
they decided to make the trip, something we later thought perhaps was not such a good
idea, since it certainly influenced their decision to go. Acting as an escort slowed us down
considerably for the first half of the trip, but eventually they allowed us to give them a tow,
which enabled us to reach 'I'rxna in reasonable time.

Ole and Torunn In
their canvas canoe on
their way to Iraw'a. It
was 'orun 's first canoe
trip and she always
seemed to have a happy
sintile on her face. I'm
nor loo sure that either _
o/ therm were fuilly .'xis 'J - 2 
aiware (?f thte potential.;XXfi. ll 'l_............h

lhe three peaks of
iTrana, thu nc arc r lower

One being rather spoilt
Kv aNhA 10 radar station
uilt inft) the tiop. lhe

natural caveo` Kirkhel-
lare;z is just viA tblc as ai
black spot be low the
minicdie peal, aid the lar
sid1' of the.luarhest peaik
_asn I mitch less steep
thanl the east face.
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Wilhelm's chart showed a sheltered bay on the most westward of the two main
islands, with its 3 prominent mountain peaks. We headed for this spot after dropping ofT
our intrepid canoeists on reaching the first island - who had desperately needed a comfbrt
stop' We tied up against a pontoon for Wilhelm to enquire where we might camp ibr the
night, and before Wilhelm's return. Ole and Torunn paddled in round the harbour wall to
join us again.

A sandy beach to the north of the bay.
next to the local cemetary was recom-
mended as the most ideal place to set up our
tents. Landing was no problem, but finding
a flatish area to pitch our tents was more
difficult, which Ole resolved rather better
than Wilhelm and 1. During the following
night, we both woke several times to find
we had rolled off'our sleeping mats.

We spent the evening exploring the
more exposed west side of the island. 1 took
the easier route back between the single
taller mountain, and the adjacent range with
its twin peaks, whilst Wilhelm continued
along the coast and then over most
southerly peak with the NATO radar sta-
tion. Afler making plans to explore more of
the island the next day, we retreated to our
tents for a less than comfortable night.

pnivon whilst 9Wilhelmr
enquires about camping.

L'ooking down from the
lowest peak at the harbour
and the many islands ff
shore. We were, camped at
the end of the sandy. beach
by the lefi arm Ilf the har-
bour entrance.

The next morning dawned bright but the people running the local community centre
had given us a forecast of rain later in the morning. Wilhelm, Ole and Torunn set out to
climb the highest peak, whilst I decided on something less ambitious by visiting a large
cave we had seen, and climbing the lowest of the three mountains.



I set out along the road through the community of houses around the harbour, before
following a well wom path to the natural cave known as Kirkhellaren - the natural
cathedral. And pretty impressive it was too. A geological fault line in the rocks had created
horizontal rock formations on either side, with a vertical formation between. The collapse
of the lower section had led to a cave being formed that was 32m high, 20m wide and 45m
deep. It was an ancient site, with remains dating back 9000 years.

Working mv way back along the base
of the mountain, I came to a footpath with
steps and a rope handrail leading to the top
of the lowest peak. I still found it hard work
to reach the top, and it was only Wilhelm's .
desire for me to see the view from the top of .

a mountain that gave me the resolve to keep _o&~
going.

The view certainly was spectacular
and worth the effort, with a prol'usion of
islands to the north-east, the island of
Lovund to the east, and the great inland d- to
mountain range beyond the coastline as far
north and south as one could see.

fry the peopule on the right near

Thle cntrance to~ the tunnel

A tunnel had been carved through the adjacent mountain for the construction of the
radar station. I decided to take this easier route downl as the lower entrance was only a
short distance from our camp. With nio torch, there was complete blackness after the first
100Om, and it needed a steeled determination to continue walking blind, with hands
outstretched to touch the walls before I stumbled into them. It was just about the mlost
scary thing I have ever done. I could literally f'eel my hair standing on end' Tfhe Supposedly
70Gm length of the tunnel seemed rather more like 7miles, and it was with gTeat relief tha't
a speck of light finally appe~ared in view.
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I met up with the others onf my return to our camnp 'IThey had been forced to give up
their attempt to climb to the top of the highest peak as it was too difficult without
specialist climbing equipment. The rain started soon after my return and continued heavily
for the rest of the day, so we decided to stay put rather than move on. The local
Community Centre however provided us with some of the best hospitality possible in the
not so pleasant conditions. We were invited to dry any of our wet gear, enjoy the luxury
another shower, and even offered an excellent meal when they had over-estimated the
food needed for a group of other guests

The next morning was still wet and also very windy, but with brightening conditions
we decided it was time to start our return to Bronnoysund. The weather certainly wasn't
suitable for Ole and ''orunn to set out though, and we learned later that they had caught the
ferry back to the mainland. We set off under reefed main, and once clear of the protection
of the islands, also changed down to a small jib. We sailed reasonably comfortably close
hauled for the next 7 hours to clear the southern point on Lovund, and on towards the large
offshore island of Donna. It proved to be a long, wet sail, with a regular amount of spray
coming over the gunwhale and we were pleased to reach shelter behind the island of
Vandoed, where we stopped for an hour's break and a change of clothes.

Taking a break in
the lee of the island of
Vandoed. Tlhe much
larger islant /f
J)inna is in the back-
ground, with the
Mountains oft ihe
mainland covered byx
clioud beyond. It had
been a rehe/fto be able
to get ashore to eat,
change and rel/a afier
a hard 7 hour sail.

The wind had dropped significantly whilst on Vandoed, but we decided to make
further progress towards Bronnoysund before stopping for the night. After setting off
around 21 .30, we soon needed to use the motor to make reasonable prog,ress. Weaving
through the channels between the islands on the southern tip of Donna would have proved
an interesting challenge had Wilhelm not previously sailed the area to know the route. We
passed under a number of bridges linking these islands to Donna, and it was obvious from
the large houses and expensive motor boats, that this was quite an exclusive place for
people to live. It was getting quite late by now, and we were both tired from the day's sail,
but there didn't look to be anywhere particularly convenient to land where people
wouldn't mind us setting up our tents We eventually decided to continue otn to Alstadhaug
on the southern tip of Alsten, but with no wind, it proved to be a 3-hour motor before
reaching our destination



We finally tied the boat up to the wooden jetty at 02.30, just as the sun was
beginning to rise again. The tents were quickly put up and we readily collapsed into our
sleeping bags. Alstadhaug is well known in Norway for its church and the personality and
poetry of a local pastor, Peter Dass, who had lived in the area in the 1680's. Ile had been
extremely popular with the local community and fondly remembered The church and
adjacent museum were a well-visited tourist attraction. Wilhelm was, as always, interested
in local history, but his main ambition was to climb one or more of the nearby mountain
ridges known as the Seven Sisters. He offered me whichever of the 'sisters' I preferred.
Unfortunately they all looked rather too tall for me!

The graceful steeple
of the old and elegant
church of' Alsiadhaug,
with a pillar nearby to
commemorate the life of

[he weather would have been perfect the next day to cover theleDsst ac he firha of
motored the preIous evening and night. There was glorious sunsthe seven slsera moun-

northerly breeze I If only we had known/the weatherwasgoing tain rangsm ic be the back-

beengivena personal guidedtourofthelocalchurchandlat

ey t ihe mans aslands f. w 
**l,shore seenftom a low _L _
hill ahorve the church,
the s pire of whi C h can be 

mideor1 theFia part o ure cuie

1/7L' aclf/Jcf'nt graveyaJrdi ___

Lcontainedf some veryv_
elaborc re headcstoJnes .

TIhe weather would have been perfect the next day to cover the distance we had
rmotored the previous evening and night. There was glorious sunshine and a pleasant
noriherly breeze, If only we had known the weather was going to be so much be-tter than
the forecast! It wvas almost tOo. hot to make hiking enjoyable, nevertheless Willhclit
accomplished his aiim by climbing the first two of the seven peaks, In the meantime, I had
been given a personal guided tour of the local church, and later clirnbed the lower toothili5
beyond the c lurch to iook out on the mianyv islands of Skaalvaer, which we planned to visit
for the final part of ouir cruise.



The following day was bright, with a pleasant north-easterly breeze, but the
fbrecast gave deteriorating weather conditions, with gales predicted in a few days time.
Wilhelm decided to make the most of'the day's good weather by sailing through the maze
of islands immediately offshore, before stopping for the night somewhere within easy
reach of Bronnoysund, just in case the weather worsened earlier than expected.

After starting out around mid-day, we stopped shortly after 16.00 for a break on
one of the larger islands. It had a local shop within reasonable walking distance, and as we
were running out of some food items, including cans of beer. Wilhelm decided it would be
worth the trek. Unfortunately Wilhelm arrived too late to be served alcohol, and even his
query '-Are you sure it is after 16.00?" (it was at least 16.45), only got the shopkeeper to
hesitate for a moment before deciding that it was indeed past the time he could sell cans of
beer. Perhaps a local person might have been given preferential treatment!

We weaved our way through the islands, and it was here that we hit our first rock in
the middle of a relatively open stretch of water, just to remind us that not all the rocks
were easily visible. Fortunately it was only the centre plate that made contact. By early
evening we were immediately north of Vega, and though our general position was easy to
determine, exactly which of the island groups we were sailing through was rather more
difficult to ascertain. It was at this point that the GPS proved extremely helpful. Rounding
the north-east point of Vega, we made for the island of Ylvingen (Wilhelm eventually had
to give up trying to get me to pronounce this correctly!) and stopped for the night in a
sheltered fishing harbour, tying the boat up between two wooden fishing jetties.

Ihe]ettlies to which
Blunder/nix isv lied had
no access along the
side of the sheds to the
shore. Ihis was veryE
useffl for security, butl
made, it somewhait more
difjicult fir us; to moor
the boat oj/ whilst still
making it possible to
gain acce.s to it.

It was evident the following morning that the weather was on the change as there
was a blustery southerly breeze and intermittent showers. We were visited fairly early by
one of the fishermen living in the small town opposite, as we were obviously camping on
his property, but he proved to be very friendly and helpful when Wilhelm chatted to him
about our cruise. We made a short visit to the harbour area of the town before setting off
around mid-morning for the last day of our memorable cruise, which entailed a relatively
easy 1 0 Nm beat back to the marina and launch site



After rounding the southern point of Ylvingen, we sailed close hauled towards the
mainland, crossing the main deep-water route along the Norwegian coast. A luxury liner,
one of many that cruise the coastline and fjords, passed fairly close by. We were dressed
up in our full sailing gear and one could imagine the cruise passengers looking out at us
from the comfort of their temperature controlled lounges, perhaps even taking pity on us
poor wretches'.

The ,deep water
route taken by all
the cruise ships are
clearlYv marked on
the chart, which
most/lv Joliows the
coastline, well in- V -
side most o1f the
route we sailed on
our eruise.

However, there was no desire to change places with them - well perhaps the
shower and toilet facilities might have been a slight temptation! But even these comforts
weren't worth the handicap of only able to look out at the magnificent scenery from a
distance, and often behind the barrier of a glass screen. Stopping at one of the main ports
for some 'retail therapy' and possibly meeting a few 'local people' dressed up for their
arrival was a whole world away from our experience.

Our Norwegian cruise had been given us a chance to encounter at tirst hand the
real people and the true environment of the area. We had been able to stop at any point we
wished, and get much closer to the wonder and majesty of the surroundings. The trip
would perhaps have been even more magical had we been able to continue on our
northerly course from Trxna. This would have enabled us to cross the Arctic Circle,
explore one or more of the fjords in greater depth, and hike to the Svartisen glacier, which
comes within a few miles of the shoreline at one point. Unl'ortunately this was not a
practical option, but is always something one can look forward to experiencing another
year. In fact, one could spend years cruising the Norwegian coastline and waterways.
without ever losing the desire to go back f'or more.

Ralph Roberts W9885 (but sailing W 13309 Blunderbus, for this trip)
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